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What is the definition 
of a Growth Hacker?
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Let’s say it is the new hands-on & pragmatic marketer – figuring out 
how to scale the business
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It is the hands-on/ multidisciplinary role of the future
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Pre stamped cards  +178% more          
repeat business

Some examples

A Dutch bike manufacturer reduced 

shipping damage by 70–80% by 
printing a flatscreen TV on their boxes.

Skinny mirrors can improve sales

with +18%
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Pirate model – 7 buckets to define what buttons to push
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Product Awareness Acquisition Activation Retention Referral Revenue



Data is integrated in all (buttons within the) optimization buckets
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Data specific slides are coloured green in this presentation
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Consumers have no patience & 100 alternatives

Product
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1 additional 
second

1 additional 
second

3 seconds of loading time

1 additional 
second

1 additional 
second

1 additional 
second

-11%

-11%

-11%

-11%

-11%

Every additional second of loading time results in a drop-off in 
page views of 11%
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Today a product should work flawless – the bar is set high

11 product

Motivation

High

Low

Easy to use/ do/ findHard to use/ do/ find
Product UX

triggers fail

triggers succeed



Get screen recorders of people using 
your site + voice over

www.whatusersdo.com

www.hotjar.com (no voice over)

5-10 Second test – quick feedback of 
users. Ask ~4 questions

www.usabilityhub.com

Easy access to NPS

www.qualaroo.com

www.promoter.io

Know what users want and think
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And analyse everything
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Let’s start with competitor piggybacking

awareness

Competitor piggybacking
It is difficult to find/ grow your own audience. Start by 
borrowing someone else’s

Awareness
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Paypal used many ‘fake orders’ to boost 
amount of Paypal orders on Ebay. Convincing 
Ebay store owners that Paypal is the payment 
method every shop should support

In the end Paypal had a warehouse full of goods 
Which they eventually sold through Ebay ;)

Airbnb approached all Craiglist users 
(automatically with a bot) to promote their 
apartment on Airbnb as well. And basically got 
al their customers from Craigslist. 

Uber ordered fake taxi rides at Lyft and Gett
(their competition) and convinced the drivers to 
come work for Uber

Examples of piggybacking – smart or nasty
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www.similarweb.com

Find similar sites and all kind of data about 
these similar sites. Keep in mind that the data 
(amount of users and revenue estimate are not 
100% valid – often even way off – however you 
can find your competition)

www.owler.com

Find data of your competitors
(same applies as similarweb.com; data is nog 
100% reliable)

type “related: www.nu.nl” in Google

Just use Google. Type “related: www.site.com” 
in the Google search bar and find all sites that 
are alike www.site.com 

So where can you find your audience?
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A pretty nice to trick to find what your audience is into and where 
you can find them (elsewhere) on Facebook

17 awareness

Step 1: go to the competitors or your 
Facebook fanpage

Step 2: click on profile picture and get 
the ID out of the URL

Look at the ID after the second dot till the slash

Step 3: go to 
www.facebookcom/pages/?frompageid=<vul hier het ID in>



Let’s move on to the Acquisition bucket

acquisition

Acquisition
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We define 6 traffic sources

19 acquisition

Direct traffic Email & Push not. Organic search Organic social Paid traffic Other/ referrals



AB test everything in your acquisition marketing

20 acquisition

E.g. use a female name

Length of your title Type of title Time and day

Amount of content 

Frequency

Use of emoticonsName of sender

E.g. A smiley can do the job



Target zombies
Find users that are inactive and target 

them to use the app again.
Import email base in Facebook 

Advertising and show them the best ‘try 
for free’ product ad

Target golden girls
Find users that are (really) active and 

target them as a reminder (e.g. boost 2 
cashbacks per week to 3).

Also an email base in Facebook 
advertising and show relevant ad

Find new users
Exclude current Scoupy users (mail 

addresses) in Facebook selection and 
trigger them to download the app/ create 

an account

Use smart segments in your marketing strategy
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E.g. Not retargeting all site visitors but only the ones that are 
“most likely to buy”

22 acquisition

Mass marketing Retargeting Smart segmenting

1 Lenova knows that 3% of visitors is responsible for 50% of future revenues
Instead of retargeting on all site visitors they wanted to reach the 3% (smart segment)

2 Their Data Science team built an algorithm to find this 3% - based on historical data 
(e.g. visits per session, time spent, scroll behaviour etc)

3 By retargeting on the 3% they get the same results by only spending 10% of their 
former online retargeting budget



So how about Activation?

activation

Activation
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How the giants activate consumers

24 activation

Put at least 1 file in folder
(in order to use Dropbox)

Follow 30+ people
(in order to use Twitter)

Get 7 friends in 10 days
(goal of Facebook)



How to come up with AB tests
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How to gather insights

Quantitative

Qualitative

People say People do
card sorting

online survey

customer service

ask colleagues/ 
friends

feedback tool

expert review

usability research
competitive analysis

visitor recordings

psychology

eye/mouse tracking

web statistics

Persuasive principles

E.g. Research with eye 
tracking

E.g. NPS tracker or 
feedback tool

E.g. Web analytics and 
heatmaps

activation



A next step in activation is algorithm based (machine learning) 
optimization

26 activation

Launch a site Rule based 
optimization
CRO/ AB testing

Algorithm based 
optimization

Personalized experiences

1 You can AB test a button; red or blue and go for the best performing one

2 Or you can show the red button to people that (according to an algorithm) tend to 
click on red and the same for the blue button

3 And this works for everything; elements of the sites, copy, recommendations etc



Make sure people are coming back

retention

Retention
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How loyal are consumers?
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After 3 days only 20% of the users will remain using your app

After 90 days only 3% of the users will remain using your app

drop-off 80%

drop-off 97%

retention



Use last years mail addresses to retarget consumers for this years 
event – via e.g. Facebook

29 retention

2016 2017



Drip campaign – target consumers with an abandoned basket

30 retention



Or make sure they come back with personalized content

31 retention

Hello Roel
We have 4 new articles about Max Verstappen



How to create actual fans/ ambassadors?

referral

Referral
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It all starts with having a great product

33 referral

“What’s better than viral marketing?”



Looking at my latest new installed apps

34 referral

I searched it Saw it on an online 
ad

Saw in it on 
Facebook

Saw in on 
TV/radio/print

(campaign or non spot)
A friend told me

Snapchat V V V V

Untappd V

Hardlopen
met Evy V V

Remote 
Mouse V

Hypem V



But creating ambassadors is challenging…
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Inspiring cases: the success of Hotmail (footer) and Dropbox 
(sharing = free MB data)
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Briefly about revenue optimization
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Revenue

revenue



Example: Lonely Planet added a “shitty” option which boosted the 
revenues with 30%

38 revenue



Or the McDonalds model; offer 3 options

39 revenue



40 revenue

€ 80,80

You sell 1 million red shoes a year
Revenues: € 81

Your cost base is € 72m 
to sell 1 million shoes

Profit: € 9.00.000

e.g. 1% price increase

€ 80,-

You sell 1 million red shoes a year
Revenues: € 80m

Your cost base is € 72m
to sell 1 million shoes

Profit: € 8.000.000 Profit +10%
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…and optimizing products

3

Machine learning

Algorithms

So we talked about using consumer 
data…

1

…and about optimizing 
marketing…

2

So regarding data…
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But do not make the following mistake

43

retargeting smart segmenting

AB testing algorithms & machine learning

2. Marketing

3. Site (optimization)

pragmatic
gut feel

thorough
100% researched

pitfall

1. Customer data

Sweet 
spot
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Thanks for listening



Pauze	– Foyer	
(naast	zaal	2/3)



Jasper	
Oosterman
16:20	– 17:20	uur in	het	Theater.

Joris	van	
Wessem
16:20	– 17:20	uur in	zaal 2/3.

Tijdens deze sessie leer	je	meer
over	Big	Data.	Hoe	gebruikt
Sanoma Data	science	om	haar
gebruikers beter te bedienen?	Je	
leert meer over	de	recommending	
engine	van	NU.nl en Churn	
modeling.	Mochten dat termen
zijn die	je	nog	niet kent,	geen
probleem.	Na	deze sessie weet jij
hier alles over!	

Data	Science

• Control	Your Data:	registreer	wat	er	
gebeurt.

• Know Your Customer:	gepersonaliseerde	
data	op	basis	van	bijvoorbeeld	interesses	
en	voorspelbaar	gedrag.

• Boost	Your Sales:	hoe	kun	je	het	gedrag	van	
prospects beïnvloeden	en	hoe	verhoog	je	
de	leadconversie.

• Future proof:	hoe	zorg	je	ervoor	dat	je	over	
10	jaar	nog	relevant	bent.	En	wat	zijn	de	
wettelijke	kaders	(GDPR).

Marketing	Automation


